SHISHA MENU

RESTAURANT & BAR

LOUNGE POLICY
Proof of age is required - if you are lucky enough to
look under the age of 25, please have your ID
available (challenge 25)
One Shisha between two people is required,
chargeable fee of £5.00 for non shisha smokers (this
can be used against drinks or food)
There is a two hour stay limit during busy periods
A credit card or debit card is required when opening
a table tab
No food or drink is allowed from outside the
premises
Please take care when in the shisha area, respect our
staff and other customers.
Please leave the premises quietly and respect our
surrounding neighbour.
Any customers behaving in an aggressive manner
will be immediately asked to leave and barred from
the lounge
Spice klub charges a 12.5% service charge.
Spice klub Loyalty points cannot be used in
conjunction with any other offers.
We reserve the right to refuse service.

We hope you have an amazing experience at Spice Klub!

£18 each

STANDARD

Double Apple

Mango

Vanilla

Lemon

Mint

Orange

Grape

Sweet Melon

Watermelon

Berry

Blueberry

Gum

Coconut

Pomegrante

Raspberry

Guava

Kiwi

Strawberry

Peach

FLAVOURS

PREMIUM
£23 each
Lemon Muffin
You'll experience a bold citrus lemon

Candy Bru
Sweet and sugary flavour for your tastebuds

Rubicon Guava
Sweet and cool, fruity blend with a nice minty kick.

Frozen Blackcurrent
A refreshing taste of blackcurrent

Fanta Fruit Twist
Tangy passion mixed with sweet orange

Fizzy Cola
Cola and lime infused combination

Frozen Raspberry
Unique blend of frozen rapsberries

Frozen Lemon
Juicy and refreshing

Frozen Blueberry
Packed with blueberries and ice coldsensations

Frozen Apple
A well known classic

Love 66
Spearmint gum and sugary candy flavours

Skittles
Taste the rainbow!

Oreo Mint
Creamy chocolate with a hint of mint

Strawberry Mojito
Summer strawberries with a twist or aromatic mint

Paan
Tasty, sweet, cool and refreshing

Irn Bru
Finest most smoked flavour

Rubicon Lychee
Cool, crisp with a hint of sweet lychees

White Gummy Bear
A must try for gummy bear lovers

Pink Lemonade
Fresh lemon with crisp raspberry flavours

Berry Bang
Combination of sweet and sour berries

Pina Colada
Pinapple and coconut infused together

Mango & Lime
Exotic mangos with refreshing lime

Pirates Cave
Packed with citrus flavours

Blue Mist
Smooth, with thick clouds and a refreshing taste

Green Gummie Bear
A must try for gummy bear lover

Raspberry Slush
Raspberry summer cooler

Frozen Strawberry
Unique blend of strawberries

Frozen Watermelon
A mesmerizing session with icy cool watermelon punch

Bombay Paan
Freshen your mouth with this icy cool exotic flavour and
pinch of paan ras

£28 each
Mayfair

SIGNATURE

British summer flavours, with a dash of citrus

Frozen Smurf
Sweet berries with a refreshing black mint

Purple Rain
Ripe blueberries with an undertone of black
grape and mint

Black Mamba
Taste of the jungle. A blend of nectarine
and pineapples

Piccaso
Tropical and juicy with an ice cold after taste

G6 on the Rocks
Tangy grapefruit taste with a cooling sensation.

Magna carta
Taste of exotic crushed limes with a cooling touch of wild mint.

Mellow Haze
Tantalising iced sweet melon slush taste

£35 each
Glass Shisha
Handmade glass shishas designed to
enhance your smoking experience

Belevedere Shisha
Spice Klub Special

EXTRAS

Served on a Glass Shisha with a fruit head and
ice pipe along with our own special cocktail of
flavours

SPECIAL

Disposable Pipe

1.00

Double Foil

2.00

Ice Pipe

5.00

Standard Re-Head

10.00

Premium Re-Head

12.00

Signature Re-Head

14.00

www.spiceklub.co.uk
info@spiceklub.co.uk
020-88636222
60 Peel road, Harrow HA3 7QU
@spiceklub_harrow

